
CIS2390 ANSWERS
Week 3

Answers
1.  

a. Pinging hermes.hud.ac.uk we are interested in the minimal time (eg. 0.493ms) - 
other time values encode network latency (something we wish to avoid in our net-
work calculations here). We’ll assume this is the time for a round trip to and from 
hermes.hud.ac.uk. From first line of ping output we get that packet size is 56 bytes 
(sometimes we get two numbers here: payload and payload+header size). Taking 
into account the ICMP header size we get a packet size of 64 bytes.

b. Here’s how the calculation should go:

Let d meters be distance to hermes.hud.ac.uk

64 bytes travel 2d meters in 0.493x10-3 seconds

so, 1 bit travels 2d meters in 0.493x10-3/(64x8) = 0.96x10-6 seconds

Since 1 bit travels at 3x108 meters/second and speed = distance/time, we get 
that:

d = 3x108x0.96x10-6/2 = 1.44x102 = 144 meters

This distance value (assuming no network delays or latency) is an upper bound to 
the length of the wire from your machine to hermes.hud.ac.uk!

2. client command is: send(IP(dst=”10.168.1.120”)/ICMP()/”my secret message”)

receiving command is: sniff(filter=”ICMP”, prn=lambda pkt: pkt.summary() + “ / “ + 
str(pkt[ICMP].payload))

3. Here we just layout how to craft the required packets:

a. IP(dst=”10.4.76.129”)/UDP(sport=555, dport=666)/”u1234567”

b. IP(dst=”10.4.76.129”, id=242, ttl=48)/TCP(sport=31337, dport=(1,1024), 
seq=0xa1d96, ack=0x53, flags=”FRP”)/”u1234567”

4.  

a. One could craft a series of individual packets by hand and gain a perfectly reason-
able answer here. However, other tricks are possible. For example, you can load a 
tcpdump into a scapy session using the following code:

pkts = rdpcap(“snort.log”)

Now, pkts is a list, so usual Python list comprehension and filtering can be used to 
pull out all the UDP packets as follows:
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[ p for p in pkts if UDP in p ]

Moreover, we can also mangle these selected packets at the same time:

[ IP(dst=”10.4.76.129”)/p[UDP] for p in pkts if UDP in p ]

Thus, we end up with a fully generic answer!

b. No answer supplied here.
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